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ABSTRACT

The most common analytical criterion of evaluation of engineering state of grain harvesters is its net output in terms of threshed crops per unit time (kg/s) with allowable grain loss: 1.5%. This output is referred to as rated output of threshing machine, determined by operating performance of threshing machine (OPTM) expressed as grain loss by threshing machine as a function of crop feeding. All harvesters are conventionally compared by output, then the use of OPTM is terminated. The harvester classes are defined with certain interval depending on possible combination of each harvester model with certain reaper cutting width and harvester speed. In Russia, this interval equals to 1–2 kg/s. Therefore, the basic classes of harvesters in terms of output were formed: I: 1 kg/s; II: 2–3 kg/s; III: 5–6 kg/s; IV: 7–8 kg/s; V: 9–10 kg/s; VI: 11–12 kg/s, and VII: 13–15 kg/s. However, due to intensive development of modern manufacture of harvesters, numerous modifications of basic harvesters have appeared, including harvesters with various designs of threshing and separating devices. Their evaluation only by their output became insufficient, especially in the cases when different harvesters were characterized by the same or similar output; during actual operational conditions their results turned to be unpredictable. In this regard, it became necessary to expand the list of evaluations of their engineering level. Five analytical criteria have been proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to compare engineering level of various harvesters, to determine their position in terms of dimension range on farm or regional scale and predict their efficiency, the output of threshing machine and harvester is applied. It is determined by operation performance of threshing machine (OPTM) and harvester, which reflects variation of grain loss by harvester as a function of crop feed at certain ratio of straw to grain weight. At standard limitation of grain loss in percent, the crop feed is determined. Then it is adjusted depending on amount of straw and crushed grains. After that, this feed is referred to as reduced and it is used for determination of harvester output in kg/s. However, this criterion is insufficient for evaluation of engineering level of modern harvesters. This work is aimed at development of a set of analytical evaluation criteria of engineering level of grain harvesters so that to improve information content about harvester design and to predict quality of their operation under actual conditions.

2. METHODS

In accordance with previous works [1–8], OPTM is determined during field tests of a harvester, when actual grain loss by harvester in wheatears (heads) is defined due to incomplete straw separation on separator and screen at each crop feed. Allowable loss, y, is fixed on the ordinate, and the respective reduced crop feed, qᵢ, is fixed on the abscissa. The obtained set of points is approximated by certain equation using appropriate software. Analysis is performed using linear and nonlinear equations: \( y = f(qᵢ) \). The basic equations are those, which, on the basis of statistic criteria, describe more adequately the experimentally obtained set of the points \( y_i \) and \( qᵢ \). Then, at preset loss level (1.5%), at the intersection with the plot \( y \approx f(qᵢ) \), the value of \( qᵢ \) is determined which is referred to as output of threshing machine and harvester. Then the use of OPTM is terminated. However, it has been revealed that in the case of further analysis of OPTM using several mathematical procedures, it is possible to obtain valuable information about harvester engineering level, stability of its operation, and to predict grain loss in the course of regular operation. Herewith, these indices are strictly individual, they could be used for more extensive analysis of various harvesters in comparison with that based only on their output. The approximating equation of OPTM was analyzed in wide range of crop feed to threshing machine.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Depending on the range of crop feed to harvesters, the following equations turned to be the most suitable for description of OPTM:
Linear function (Eq. (1)) is more often applied upon determination of OPTM in narrow range of crop feed: up to 3 kg/s, as well as for high-performance axial rotary harvesters upon crop feed in the range of 6–15 kg/s.

Exponential Eq. (2) was the most common for classic harvesters manufactured in 1947–1990, i.e. upon crop feed up to 7–8 kg/s [1]. At high feeds, the exponent did not provide adequate results, especially above 8 kg/s. Moreover, the exponent contradicts with the physical essence of increase in grain loss with crop feed: its right-hand branch has no physical sense. A harvester cannot lose grain in the amount higher than the amount of grain fed for threshing. Thus, the exponent was replaced with the logistic function [10], where the right-hand branch reached natural limit, 100%, when the feed was $g_i \rightarrow \infty$. In this case, the logistic function (Eq. (4)) most of all corresponded to the physical essence of threshing and separating in harvester: at $q_i \rightarrow 0$ and $y_i \rightarrow 0$, and at $q \rightarrow \infty$, $y_{\text{max}} \rightarrow 100\%$.

These equations are illustrated in Fig. 1. Exponential integral dependence for OPTM was proposed in [9], where grain loss was presented as a function of total length of threshing and separating units of harvester, being rather varying parameter. Unfortunately, the authors did not provide general view of this dependence.

**Figure 1**: Operation performances of harvesters: 1 - linear dependence, 2 - exponential, 3 - logistic, 4 - normalized logistic; I - harvester operation mode, II - overload load.
evaluation could not be obtained only on the basis of output, especially if during comparative tests of various models, they demonstrated the same outputs or with the difference of 5-10%. This required for expanded set of evaluation criteria of harvester performances.

It has been revealed that analysis of OPTM allows to detect new important properties of harvesters, which in their combination make it possible to evaluate more precisely design of any harvester, to compare different models, and to forecast their specifications upon operation under actual conditions. Five new analytical indices have been proposed for evaluation of engineering level of grain harvesters, based on analysis of performances of threshing machine and harvester:

The first index is the output at actual feed but reduced to standard indices of grain loss, straw amount, grain threshing, and straw moisture content. Assumed: allowable grain loss: 1.5 % of threshed grain and collected into tankers; grinding: 2% for cereals; straw amount: 0.6; and straw moisture content: 22%. Such integrated reduction of actual feed to certain reference value makes it possible to compare different harvesters after testing under different conditions. Passport output can be achieved by a harvester more easily (at least with lower energy consumption) in the case of low straw amount, 0.4-0.5, in comparison with 0.7-0.8 and higher. Reducing OPTM to one and the same straw amount (the standard value is 0.6) would equalize the conditions for comparative evaluation of harvesters. The same is achieved by reducing in terms of grain grinding, 2%, for cereals with consideration for 0.12–0.15 of milling loss per each percent of grinding. This variant of reducing mainly depends on testing conditions and existence of specialized equipment, therefore, such reducing is more desirable than obligatory.

Straw with the moisture content above 22% affects significantly the grain loss. Hence, in such a case, it is obligatory to reduce actual crop feed to harvester to standard moisture content. At present, the standard procedure of harvester testing [1] stipulates reduction of actual feed with regard to straw amount, and only partial reduction is made with regard to grain grinding with consideration for milling loss of ground grain. We recommend obligatory reduction with regard to all four indices including straw moisture content. Such types of reduction of actual feed and determination of OPTM with regard to reduced feed would allow to evaluate more accurately the harvester output.

The actual feed \( q_{act} \) is converted into the reduced feed with regard to straw amount as follows:

\[
q_{red,a} = q_{act} \frac{1+\alpha_{st}}{1+\alpha_{st}}; \tag{5}
\]

where \( \alpha_{st} \) is the actual ratio of straw weight to grain weight in initial crop feed to harvester; \( \alpha_{st} = 1.5 \) is the standard ratio of straw weight to grain weight.

The reduction with regard to straw moisture content, that is, \( q_{red,w} \) to \( q_{red,a} \), is performed as follows:

\[
q_{red,w} = q_{red,a} \frac{100-W_{st}}{100-W_{act}}; \tag{6}
\]

Higher straw amount and straw moisture content in comparison with standard values increase predicted harvester output, and lower straw amount and moisture content decrease the output since under difficult conditions of harvesting (the first case), harvester operation is complicated.

Grain moisture content in the typical harvesting range of 8–22% exerts small effect on grain loss [11, 12], and reduction of actual crop feed with regard to this index is not required until achievement of certain additional experimental results.

Therefore, the total equation for reduction of actual crop feed to reduced one for determination of OPTM is as follows:

\[
q_{red} = q_{act} \left( \left[ \frac{1+\alpha_{act}}{1+\alpha_{st}} \right] \times \left[ \frac{100-W_{st}}{100-W_{act}} \right] \right); \tag{7}
\]

Thus, we designate the output of reference harvester, reduced to standards with regard to grain loss, grinding, straw amount, straw moisture content as \( q_{ref} \). Therefore, for a comparative harvester (for instance, new), we have \( q_{new} \). Then, the first analytical criterion is defined as follows:

\[
\lambda_1 = \frac{q_{new}}{q_{ref}}; \tag{8}
\]

If \( \lambda_1 > 1 \), then the new harvester is more efficient. If \( \lambda_1 < 1 \), then the reference harvester is superior.

The second index is the coefficient of increase in intensity of grain loss by harvester with the increase in crop feed. Each harvester is characterized by its individual response to feed and, respectively, by individual intensity of variation of grain loss. This performance evaluates stability of harvester operation, especially if their output is high. This criterion is measured in loss portions per 1 kg/s of feed. Its value depends on engine power: to which extent it suits its output, as well as on design and parameters of threshing and separating unit. This criterion cannot be qualitatively evaluated by conventional determination of the function maximum. If we take the derivative and equate it to zero, then the minimum loss is zero, however, if the crop feed is zero, then the harvester operation is absent. Therefore, any equation \( y = f(q) \) contains the coefficient of increase of intensity of grain loss. In Eq. (1), this is slope angle with respect to abcissa or tangent. In Eqs. (2), (3), (4), this is \( kb \) at \( q_i \), which determines the natural logarithm base. In Eqs. (3) and (4), each constant has its physical sense. \( B = Y_{max} \) is the limit of grain loss (\( B \leq 100\% \)). \( C \) is the dimensionless scale number, and \( k \) is the coefficient of intensity of increase of grain loss in portions per percent and kg/s.

Therefore, if two harvesters are compared, and one of them is reference and its \( kb_{ref} \) is lower than that of the second harvester, \( kb_n \), then at equal outputs, the reference harvester is...
preferred, since under actual operation conditions upon variation of crop feed, it operates more steadily and its grain loss will be lower than, for instance, of the compared harvester. Hence, the second analytical criterion is expressed as follows:

$$\lambda_2 = \frac{k_{\text{new}}}{k_{\text{ref}}} = \frac{(kb)_{\text{new}}}{(kb)_{\text{ref}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

If $\lambda_2 < 1$, then the new harvester is better, if $\lambda_2 > 1$, then the reference harvester is preferred, since under actual operation conditions upon variation of crop feed, it operates more steadily and its grain loss will be lower.

The third analytical index is the operational grain loss in operation mode, when the current feed to harvester $q_i$ is in the range of $q_{\text{min}} \leq q_i \leq q_k$. The necessity of this criterion is illustrated in Fig. 2. Let us explain it.

**Figure 2:** Estimated operation grain loss in harvester operation mode.

For instance, comparative tests are performed for two harvesters which demonstrate the same output (the point $q_k$ on abscissa), but the coefficient of intensity of grain loss for the first harvester $y_1$ is lower, and in terms of $\lambda_2$, it is, respectively, superior in comparison with the second harvester ($y_2$). However, the absolute grain loss by the first harvester in operation range of feed is higher than that of the second harvester ($y_1 > y_2$). So what? The answer to this question is given by the third criterion, which compares average integral grain loss by harvester in operation range of crop feed starting from certain initial feed, when the operation process of harvester becomes stable. For instance, for harvesters in the class of 5 kg/s and above, it is as follows: $q_0 \approx 1.5$–2.0 kg/s.

Average integral grain loss in operation range of crop feed is determined as follows:

$$\sum \bar{y} = \int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{q_k} \frac{b}{1 + c \exp(-kbq_i)} \, dq_i = \frac{b}{k} \ln \left[ \frac{\exp(kbq_k + c)}{\exp(kbq_{\text{min}} + c)} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

That is, we consider definite integral of Eq. (3) while varying crop feed from $q_{\text{min}}$ to $q_k$.

The third criterion of evaluation of grain loss upon comparison of two harvesters is defined as follows:

$$\lambda_3 = \frac{\sum y_1}{\sum y_2} = \frac{b_{\text{new}}}{k_{\text{new}}} \left[ \frac{\exp(kbq_1 + c)}{\exp(kbq_{\text{min}} + c)} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Therefore, if $\lambda_3 > 1$, then the first harvester in feed operation range will provide higher grain loss, $\bar{y}_{\text{avg}}$, than the second one with the loss $\bar{y}_{\text{avg}}$, though the increase intensity of grain loss for the second harvester can be higher.

The fourth index evaluates harvester operation with grain loss for sure beyond the standard level of 1.5%. Physical sense of this index is that it compares the current grain loss upon variation of crop feed into harvester with normalized loss in feed operation range: that is, from certain minimum feed, $q_{\text{min}}$, to the level of output $q_k$. If the previous index establishes the fact of absolute loss in the feed operation range, then this index compares the loss with the norms, $y$, that is, it evaluates the degree of closeness of current loss to...
these grams are transformed into several kilograms and even into hundreds of kilograms during working day. Thus, it is important to know not only the loss absolute value (the third criterion), but also their closeness to the norms in harvester operation mode. Of course, the lower they are than the norms, the better it is. This index is analytically defined as follows:

$$\psi_4 = \frac{[Y] - \Sigma Y_p}{[Y]};$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $[Y]$ is the norm of grain loss, at which the harvester output is determined (1.5%); $\Sigma Y_p$ is the average integral grain loss at feeds in the range from $\vartheta_{\min}$ to $\vartheta_{\max}$ (Eq. 10).

The coefficient limits are: $0 < \vartheta_p < 1$. Hence, the closer is $K_2$ to one, the lower is the loss by harvester in feed operation range. Therefore, this criterion provides qualitative evaluation of harvester operation and significantly supplements the third criterion: $\vartheta_3$. The dynamics of the coefficient $\vartheta_4$ are summarized in Table 1 at various values of average integral grain loss $[Y_p]$.

![Table 1](image)

On this basis, the fourth criterion of evaluation of the compared harvesters is as follows:

$$\lambda_4 = \frac{\vartheta_4(\text{ref})}{\vartheta_4(\text{new})};$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $\vartheta_4(\text{ref})$ and $\vartheta_4(\text{new})$ are the coefficients for the reference and new harvester (or compared with the reference), respectively.

If $\lambda_4 > 1$, then the reference is better, if $\lambda_4 < 1$, then the compared harvester is better.

The fifth index and respective criterion determine average integral grain loss by the harvester in overload mode, that is, when the current crop feed to harvester is higher than the output $g_k$. This mode of harvester operation under actual conditions is inevitable. There are no automatic means to restrict crop feed to harvester. Actual crop feed to harvester is a random value. In the course of actual harvester operation, all factors determining the crop feed to harvester are random. The working width of reaper cut is nearly always less than the designed specification in order to avoid skips. The yield of grain and straw along the pass distance can vary in the range of 0.8-1.6 of average for the field. Due to relief irregularities, the harvester speed also varies. In addition, harvester driver can be interested in operation at higher crop feeds, which increases the chance of harvester overload. Therefore, it is important to evaluate harvester operation in such modes: how stable the operation is, how intensive the loss increase is. Grain loss upon overload up to 30% from rated $q_k$ is determined as follows:

$$\sum \bar{Y}_{\text{over}} = \int_{q_k}^{1.3g_k} \frac{b}{1 + c \exp(-kbq_i)} = \frac{b}{k} \ln \frac{e^{kbq_k} + c}{e^{kbq_k} - c}.$$

Herewith, the fifth analytical evaluation criterion of harvesters, compared with the reference, is as follows:

$$\lambda_5 = \frac{\Sigma \bar{Y}_{\text{over.ref}}}{\Sigma \bar{Y}_{\text{over.new}}};$$

Table 2 summarizes generalized characteristic of the proposed indices of engineering level of harvesters and their evaluation criteria by tests in comparison with analog. Each of the mentioned properties of harvester is its passport specification since it strictly reflects its design features. However, their values increase even higher, when it is required to compare different harvesters or, for instance, to evaluate a new harvester model in comparison with reference. Then these performances become similar criteria, presenting the ratio of respective performances of a new model to basic one. Therefore, the proposed five analytical indices (Table 2) and respective analytical criteria make it possible to obtain more

---

*Table 1: $\vartheta_4$ at various $\Sigma Y_p%$.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Sigma Y_p %$</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>1.3</th>
<th>1.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\vartheta_4$</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
detailed information after tests about general engineering level of harvester, peculiarities of its operation under actual operation conditions, and to select the best model, when a group of harvesters is tested under the same conditions.

**Table 2:** Analytical indices and evaluation criteria of engineering level of grain harvesters in comparison with reference on the basis of logistic dependence of grain loss on amount of threshed crops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical meaning of harvester operation indicator / symbol</th>
<th>Analytical expression of the indicator</th>
<th>Physical meaning of criterion / symbol</th>
<th>Analytical expression of the criterion with regard to reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determines harvester output $q_h$ in terms of normalized feed to rated parameters of grain loss, straw amount, straw moisture, and others / $\varphi_1$</td>
<td>$\varphi_1 = \frac{1}{h \cdot \lambda} \left[ \frac{\lambda}{\lambda_1} \cdot \frac{1 + \varphi_h}{1 + \varphi_{\text{norm}}} \cdot \frac{100 - W_{\text{norm}}}{100 - W_{\text{ref}}} \right]$</td>
<td>Compares harvester outputs / $\lambda_1$</td>
<td>$\lambda_1 = \frac{\varphi_{1\text{norm}}}{\varphi_{1\text{ref}}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determines intensity of increase in grain loss of harvester with increase in crop feed / $\varphi_2$</td>
<td>$\varphi_2 = \frac{h \cdot \lambda}{\lambda_2}$</td>
<td>Compares coefficients of intensity of increase in grain loss with increase in crop feed / $\lambda_2$</td>
<td>$\lambda_2 = \frac{\varphi_{2\text{ref}}}{\varphi_{2\text{norm}}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determines average integral grain loss by harvesters in its operation mode, that is, in the feed range $q_{\text{min}} \leq q \leq q_{\text{max}}$ / $\varphi_3$</td>
<td>$\varphi_3 = \int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{q_{\text{max}}} \frac{1}{\int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{q_{\text{max}}} (h \cdot \lambda \cdot \varphi_{\text{norm}})} , dq$</td>
<td>Compares average integral grain loss in harvester operation mode / $\lambda_3$</td>
<td>$\lambda_3 = \frac{\varphi_{3\text{norm}}}{\varphi_{3\text{ref}}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determines the ratio of current grain loss in harvester operation mode to rated / $\varphi_4$</td>
<td>$\varphi_4 = \frac{\varphi_4}{\int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{q_{\text{max}}} (h \cdot \lambda \cdot \varphi_{\text{norm}})}$</td>
<td>Compares current grain loss with regard to rated level in operation mode of compared harvesters / $\lambda_4$</td>
<td>$\lambda_4 = \frac{\varphi_{4\text{norm}}}{\varphi_{4\text{ref}}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determines average integral grain loss in overload mode of harvester operation, that is, when $q_{\text{max}} \leq q \leq 1.3q_{\text{max}}$ / $\varphi_5$</td>
<td>$\varphi_5 = \int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{1.3q_{\text{max}}} \frac{1}{\int_{q_{\text{min}}}^{q_{\text{max}}} (h \cdot \lambda \cdot \varphi_{\text{norm}})} , dq$</td>
<td>Compares average integral grain loss in overload operation mode of compared harvesters / $\lambda_5$</td>
<td>$\lambda_5 = \frac{\varphi_{5\text{norm}}}{\varphi_{5\text{ref}}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4. CONCLUSION**

1. Five new analytical evaluation indices of engineering level of grain harvesters are proposed based on analysis of operating performance of threshing machine and harvester:
   The first index, $\varphi_1$, determines the harvester output and the
   rate of consistency of harvester parameters in its class in terms of output.
   The second index, $\varphi_2$, determines the intensity of increase in grain loss with the increase in crop feed.
   The third index, $\varphi_3$, characterizes average integral grain loss in harvester operation mode in the range of
\[ G_{\text{min}} < G_i < G_{\text{new}}. \]

The fourth index, \( \varphi_4 \), determines the ratio of actual grain loss in harvester operation mode to rated loss.

The fifth index, \( \varphi_5 \), estimates average integral grain loss by harvester in overload modes, that is, when the feed to harvester is higher than its output in the range of \[ G_i < \varphi_5 < 1.3G_i. \]

2. Each index \( \varphi_i \) corresponds to criterion \( \lambda_i \) as the ratio of respective indices for reference harvester and compared harvester.

3. The proposed analytical criteria reflect individual engineering and design ability of each harvester; thus, they can be used as its specification.

4. In order to improve the information content of test results of grain harvesters of various models and to provide objective evaluation of their engineering level in comparison between them and with reference model, it is recommended to evaluate harvesters by the five analytical indices and respective criteria.
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